
 

- Works with any picture type: JPG, BMP, PSD, PNG and others. - Supports fast switching between images. - Can handle a
huge number of pictures simultaneously. - Uses both the Windows folder and the Internet. - Chooses the pictures in your hard
drive. - Can automatically create new folders in your hard drive. - Can automatically add dates to the pictures. - Can
automatically open and close files (note: not supported in Windows Vista). - Can create links to folders or files. - Supports
multiple items. - Can remove dust and scratches. - Uses various filters and effects. - Can work with many types of frames and
decorative patterns. - Uses a cookie cutter. - Can change the background color. - Can use any pattern. - Uses color correction. -
Can correct gamma. - Can adjust the brightness. - Can normalize the picture. - Can automatically equalize the picture. - Can
automatically adjust color. - Can add a shadow. - Can remove red eyes. - Uses an unlimited number of background patterns. -
Can work with and apply masks for the following categories: - Artistic (e.g. crayon, scribble) - Brush (e.g. brush, airbrush) -
Object (e.g. circle swirl, stamp) - Texture (e.g. abrasive, ripple) - Mask (e.g. line, mask) - Background (e.g. black, white) - Fluid
(e.g. water, lava) - Effects (e.g. wavy lines, rainbow) - Body (e.g. smooth, fluffy, hairy) - Textures (e.g. pattern, marble) - Text
(e.g. picture, logo, or text) - Combinations of these categories - Useful tips: - Pass the mouse over the image to activate the
zoom tool. - The hotspots are activated with the mouse. - The following shortcuts are available: - O: Zoom - P: Rotate - Y: Flip -
Q: Flip - T: Warp - I: Mirror - S: Add a shadow - D: Add a border - H: Change the background color - P: Put the picture into a
folder - B: Balance the color - 70238732e0 FULL OpenOffice.org 2.3.0 Novell Edition For Windows
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KEYMACRO is a unique and highly efficient programming tool, especially for serial keyboard users. It is focused on working
with the Shift- and Caps-Lock keys on your keyboard. The application can help users create macros, assigning new functions to
the keyboard key you want. KeyMACRO makes it possible to create shortcuts by assigning one or several functions to a
particular key, so that every time you press the button you can perform a set of actions without even having to think about the
specifics. KEYMACRO supports Windows 2000-10 (32/64 bits) as well as any Linux operating system (more on that below). It
can run on ANY keyboard, with no extra hardware required. In addition, the software has no external dependency: it doesn't
need any other programs to function properly. KeyMACRO allows a user to change the settings for any key of the keyboard
(modifier, ctrl, shift, alt, caps, num lock, and scroll lock), an option normally reserved for only a limited number of programs. A
user can configure a single key (a single-key macro) or a group of keys (a group of multi-key macros). A multi-key macro can
be used by more than one user at the same time and can be triggered from any application, an action that would be impossible
with only a single key macro. For instance, a user could assign a key or a group of keys to the Shift and Ctrl keys in order to
convert any double-clicking action into a two-key combo. What makes KeyMACRO so unique is the fact that it can create a
separate shortcut for every single combination of keys, so users can create macros that they can assign to the Caps-Lock, Ctrl,
Shift, and Alt keys in a way that they can execute any operation without having to navigate their way through the menus or press
any other combination of keys. This allows users to create their own custom shortcuts or to use several shortcuts in combination
(e.g., use the Caps-Lock key in combination with the Ctrl key). Supported OS: Windows 2000, XP, 2003, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10
(32/64 bits) Mac OS 10.4, 10.5, 10.6, 10.7, 10.8, 10.9 Linux (most of the *BSD and Unix-like systems) Keyboard: Any
standard keyboard Keyboard layout: Any, including Dvorak Multitouch http://www.daiko.org/cgi-def/admin/C-100/d-
channel/yybbs.cgi
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